FEFEDATION AERONAUTIQUE INTERNATIONALE
APPLICATION FORM FOR THE FAI GOLD ROTORCRAFT MEDAL

Applicant: Federation of Aeronautical Sports of Russia

Address: Volokolamskoye shosse, 88, bdg. 8, Apart. 411, RF-125424, Moscow, Russia

Nominee: Mrs. Grushina Irina Date of birth 1956

Description of outstanding services:

Grushina Irina went in for helicopter sport in 1975 and logged 450 flying hours on Mil-1 and Mil-2 in Moscow Aero Club in 1975-1982.

Her activity as a judge started in the beginning of 80-s. Irina's first experience as an International Judge was the 6th World Helicopter Championship in France in 1989 where she acted as a Chief Scorner. Since then Irina took part in all 7 World Championships as a Judge (1992), Chief Scorner (1994), Jury Member (1996, 1999, 2002), Chief Judge Assistant (2005) and Chief Judge (2008).

Irina Grushina is a delegate of Russia in FAI Rotorcraft Commission (CIG FAI) during 18 years, starting from 1992 till now. Being one of the main organizers of the successful World Helicopter Championship in Moscow in 1994, she was elected as a 2nd Vice-President of the Commission in 1995 and plays this important role in CIG FAI during last 16 years.

Irina Grushina became the member of the Presidium of the Federation of Helicopter Sport of Russia in 1988, then was elected as 1st Vice-President in 2001 and as a President – in 2009. She is engaged in the organization and conducting of all helicopter competitions in Russia starting from 1990. She is an author of many articles about helicopter sport in magazines and newspapers.

Irina Grushina is held in respect among colleagues and friends. She made a remarkable contribution to the development of the helicopter sport in Russia and in the world.

Nomination submitted by:

Federation of Aeronautical Sports of Russia

Signed: V. Ivanov Date: 31.05.2010

Position: FAS of Russia President